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Executive Summary 

 This report identifies potential business opportunities that could address the 

ongoing underrepresentation and attrition of women in the engineering field. An in-

depth assessment of stakeholder needs was conducted, and through this, human 

factor failures were identified in the current context. The core unmet needs of the 

primary stakeholder – female engineers currently employed – were determined to be 

mentorship and feeling welcomed and respected at work. A Value Proposition Canvas 

was developed to identify what products or services could be designed to meet these 

needs. From this, Sense, a social enterprise with a social goal, was created. The 

mission for this business is to build community between female engineers to increase 

the number of women in the field and leverage this for the good of society. The 

underlying belief of this business is that diversity in ideas leads to products and 

services that meet the needs of many.  

 Sense is a multi-service business with three core offerings that will be 

introduced in phases. These are: 

• The network (www.sen.se) 

• The technology (Sense Strip) 

• The consultancy (Sense Consultants)  
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 While every effort has been taken to ensure that the process undertaken to 

develop this business plan was thorough, we acknowledge that there are some 

limitations. Some of these limitations include: the information for the stakeholder 

needs was taken from secondary research and actual female engineers were not 

interviewed, and the forecasting for the key financials are limited due to the fact that 

we are not experts in business.  
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Problem Background 

 Engineering has proven time and time again that it is a field that has the 

opportunity to change the world. Mainstays of modern life such as running water, 

electricity, and WiFi as well as up-and-coming innovations such as driverless cars are 

all thanks to engineers. The former US President Herbert Hoover himself was known 

to be quite fond of the engineering field and even stated that, “Engineering is a great 

profession. It elevates the standards of living and adds to the comforts of 

life” (Petroski, 2006). In addition to the allure of engineering as a career to make the 

world a better place, there is also the economic reality that engineering, like many 

Science, Engineering, Technology, and Mathematics (STEM) industries, are in-demand 

in Canada (Ferguson, 2016). However, women are not being represented in STEM 

fields. This issue lies with both the low enrolment in engineering programs as well as 

a high dropout rate of women in the field. 

 Nearly 40 percent of women who earned engineering degrees either quit or 

never enter the profession (Silbey, 2016). This high level of attrition is costly for both 

the individual as well as the companies. The cost of attrition includes recruitment, on-

boarding, and training, a cost which could be anywhere between 40 percent to 400 

percent of an annual salary depending on seniority of the position that is being 

replaced (Engineers Canada, “Managing career transitions”, n.d.). While it is true that 

women are underrepresented in all STEM fields, women only make up 17.2 percent 
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of the total labour market amongst civil, mechanical, electrical and chemical 

engineering occupations in Canada (Moyser, 2017). Although there are no statistics 

available for Canada, if it is anything like the situation in the United States, racialized 

women are even more underrepresented in these fields (Ceglie, 2011). The continued 

employment of women, especially racialized women, in this field is a challenging 

problem. However, to address this and put forth solutions, there must be a deep 

understanding of the needs and capabilities of women in engineering, as they are the 

primary stakeholder in any change that can happen. 

Stakeholder Analysis 

  When young women graduate from university with their undergraduate 

engineering degree, they are promised a well-paying job and opportunity for career 

advancement similar to their male counterparts (Robinson and Mcilwee, 1989). This 

promise is symbolized by the engineering iron ring presented to all engineering 

graduates to unify them under one goal (Camp No. 1, 1991). However, this promise 

remains unfulfilled for these young women and even remaining at work is difficult, let 

alone advancing into leadership positions (Figure 1). The reasons for this mismatch 

between expectations and reality can be explained by understanding the unmet 

needs of this stakeholder group.  
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 One of the needs of the primary stakeholder - a women currently employed in 

an engineering career - is mentorship. This can partially be attributed to the 

underrepresentation of women in STEM, but it also has to do with the fact that even 

those women employed in the field do not have a way to connect with one another 

(McCullough, 2011). This causes feelings of isolation and general career 

dissatisfaction which can lead to attrition from the field entirely (Fouad, Chang, Wan, 

and Singh, 2017). 

Figure 1. ‘The Unfulfilled Promise’ 
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Frame 1: The primary stakeholder (PS) at the start of her undergraduate 
degree.

Frame 2: The PS walking along the path to her degree. Frame 3: The PS  come across the first hurdle in her path. These are the 
barriers female students in engineering commonly face.

Frame 4: She has successfully passed this hurdle in her path! Frame 5: After jumping over a few more hurdles, she can almost see the 
end. 

Frame 6: The PS has made it! She has beat all of the odds as a female 
engineering student and has graduated with her degree. 

Frame 7: However, she faces another uphill battle. The promise of being
in-demand and having a career for life is starting to feel distant. 



 Another primary need of the stakeholder is the sense that they are welcome 

and appreciated at work. This need is unmet because is still the prevailing assumption 

in engineering that women are not as qualified as their male counterparts (Silbey, 

2016). However, Silbey also shows that this assumption has been proven false (2016), 

and even when women are more skilled than men in the same job, they are not 

recognized. Over 60 percent of female respondents in one study stated that they 

experienced bias in the workplace in the past year (Robnett, 2016). For racialized 

women, it is even worse, with a 2015 study showing that 100 percent of women of 

colour self-report discrimination due to being in a ‘double jeopardy’ of ethnic and 

gender stereotypes (Gupta, 2015). The systemic bias and discrimination implicit in 

these workplaces lead to less women reaching executive level positions which has 

been cited as another one of the reasons women leave the profession (Fouad, Chang, 

Wan, and Singh, 2017).  

 While these are unmet needs, it is also important to recognize them as 

examples of human factor failures. One of these human factor failures is the 

psychological failure to address feelings of isolation and exclusion that are 

experienced by these women at work. Another psychological failure is the preference 

for the status quo. The “boys club” has long prevailed in engineering and with it 

comes networking opportunities and professional mentoring that are inaccessible to 

women (Elting, 2018). There have been several reports and articles calling for change 
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in this field due to the “boys club” as well as the lack of diversity. While there have 

been many initiatives developed in an attempt to fix this problem, there have not 

been any major changes in the last few decades. The prevalence of the “boys club” 

also relates to human factor failures in teams and organizations, which contribute to 

the ongoing promotion of a culture that excludes women.  

Existing Business Ecosystem 

 Since the lack of diversity in engineering and other STEM fields is a widely 

occurring and widely documented problem, there are several initiatives that are 

working to fix it and they operate in several spheres.  To start, the educational world 

has programs like events and industry or university tours (e.g. ONWiE’s Go ENG Girl, 

Actua’s National Girls Program), camps, co-ops, and summer programs (e.g. STEM 

Camp (CBC, 2018), SHAD), and supporting teachers to include more hands-on and 

3D engineering-related projects in classrooms (Choney, 2018).  Many of these 

initiatives are partnered with and supported by major universities and tech firms such 

as Microsoft (Choney, 2018).  The ultimate goal of these programs is to encourage 

girls to drive towards a career in a STEM field by choosing to acquire the necessary 

skills. The main drawback to these programs is that they fail to address the underlying 

problem, which is that capable women do not want to enter or stay in the engineering 

field in the first place usually due to the industry culture (Silbey, 2016) and that girls 

still in school know this and will experience small bits of the culture through their 
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teachers and co-ops (Choney, 2018).  With our business, we are placing ourselves in 

this sphere two ways: through encouraging culture change at the industry level and 

sharing stories of successful women engineers and thus combating stereotypes 

(Seepersad, 2016), and by partnering with universities to include women about to 

graduate from engineering into our business and thus glean insights from their 

expectations as well. 

 There are also diversification programs targeting those in power in the 

engineering industry. Programs such as government investment and tax incentives 

(Budget, 2018) are a standard and relatively accessible intervention for corporations. 

Other diversification initiatives include providing resources to help companies 

manage themselves (Engineers Canada, “Managing career transitions”, 2016), 

certifications including Engineers Canada’s 30 by 30 initiative (n.d.), and creating 

professional development opportunities for individuals and generic action plans for 

companies (WEPAN, “ACE”, n.d.). Even with all these programs, there seems to be a 

major dearth of direct consultancies or other supports for individual enterprises or 

the industry itself. We recognize that we have to build expertise in the field first before 

targeting this area, so in our business plan we are initially focusing on building 

credibility in order to create an initiative that will support and generate genuine 

cultural change within the industry. 
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 The third sphere that diversification initiatives are working within is the area of 

supporting women engineers themselves. These initiatives usually occur in four 

formats: conferences and professional networks such as WEPAN, Engineers Canada 

and ONWiE, individual awards such as Engineers Canada’s Award for the Support of 

Women in the Engineering Profession (n.d.), company-wide and interpersonal 

informal storytelling sharing practices (Seepersad, 2016), and developing 

professional mentors through informal interpersonal networks (Choney, 2018) . 

However, we see an unmet need in this space in between the professional initiatives 

and the informal initiatives, and also in the social media space. We are positioning 

ourselves primarily in this sphere because it is where we see the most need and 

opportunities in both stemming the flow of attrition from engineering and 

establishing ourselves for further initiatives. 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Solution Identification 

 With an understanding of the unmet stakeholder needs and the existing 

human factor failures, our team was ready to begin the process of solution 

generation. Before moving forward with any one solution, we identified five key 

criteria that needed to be met. Any solution should: (1) create a more welcoming and 

inclusive workplace culture; (2) meet the needs for a more flexible work-life balance; 

(3) advocate for more equitable compensation; (4) result in more women pursuing 

and staying in engineering careers; and, (5) be self-sustainable, scaleable, and agile. 

With this criteria in hand, we created a Value Proposition Canvas to identify what 

products or services we could design that will meet the needs of the primary 

stakeholder (Figure 2). From this exercise, we developed a social enterprise called 

‘Sense’. The goal of this business is to build community in engineering and leverage it 

for the good of everyone. Since this is a social enterprise, there will be a double 

bottom line of people and profit that success will be measured against. In order to 

ensure we are held accountable to this goal, we are hoping to be a certified B-

Corporation (2018) and will pursue Pending B Corp status until we have revenue. Our 

business is made up of three distinct, yet interconnected, components. These are: the 

network, the technology, and the consultancy. The components will be rolled out in 

phases starting with building a strong foundation in the network and then scaling to 

the technology and finally the consultancy.  
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Figure 2. Value Proposition Canvas 
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The Network (www.sen.se) 

 The first phase of this business is a social networking site - part Facebook 

group, part Tinder, part professional network - for the female engineer. There are 

already existing conferences and continuing education events for this primary 

stakeholder, such as the IEEE Women in Engineering Leadership Summit (IEEE WIE, 

n.d.) and the Women in Engineering Summit (WES, n.d.). While the focus area may be 

different (leadership versus career satisfaction), both of these events are heavily 

focused on professional career growth, and are lacking the informality that generates 

real community-building. These events are also held in-person which means that 

there will most likely be travel required. A social networking site is flexible in that it 

can adapt to wherever the user is, and this medium is expected to experience 

enormous growth right through 2020 and beyond (Mulvey, 2018). A Business Model 

Canvas was developed for this phase (Figure 3).  

 One of the human factor failures mentioned above was the industry-wide 

failure to address feelings of isolation and exclusion felt by women engineers at work. 

This social networking site is an attempt to leverage a psychological human factor we 

all share, which is the need to connect with others. By creating a safe space for female 

engineers to connect about their career or personal interests, the goal is to ensure 

that they do not feel like they are all alone and that this network can bolster them and 

encourage them to continue in their career. To support the notion that they are not all 
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alone, this site will support the developed of co-created content. This content can 

come from any member of the site, but there will be a special focus to have female 

engineers in leadership positions create content. We will also leverage the human 

factor of being on a team, as we are trying to create the feeling of being in an 

exclusive group within an exclusive group - similar to the informal social structure of a 

“boys’ club” but for those who are often excluded from them.  

 We will be the first network to engage the “fun side” of being a female 

engineer. With inspiration from Facebook Groups (sharing) and Tinder (messaging 

and connection) delivered with WEPAN-level professionalism, we hope to enable the 

female engineer to make connections that go past her job title. For the business, this 

provides a competitive advantage and is a unique way to address the challenges in 

this field.  

The Technology (Sense Strip) 

 Once the social networking site has gained traction and there are dedicated 

and active users, the next phase of the business is to launch a wearable technology 

called the ‘Sense Strip’. This Strip provides an enhancement of the social networking 

site by providing users with the option to connect in real life and facilitating their 

initial connection. Individuals wearing the Sense Strip are able to see who in their 

vicinity is also a female engineer. This is supported by a mobile app which feeds them 
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their new connection’s high-level profile information, such as first name, interests, and 

job. Users can then decide whether or not they would like to interact with the 

individuals they have crossed paths with. This offers yet another way for female 

engineers to build connections and reach out to potential mentors. This technology is 

based on Smart Stickers that are currently being produced by Purdue University 

(Draper, 2018). We are confident that Purdue University will allow our business to 

licence this technology, since Purdue University has developed America’s first Women 

in Engineering Program and has a demonstrated interest in bringing gender parity to 

engineering (Purdue University, n.d.).  

 The Sense Strip will continue to mitigate the effects of the human factor failure 

of isolation by providing a vehicle by which users can feel proximity and see evidence 

of like-minded people, as sensed by their Strip and reported by the app.  The hope is 

that this tech will provide a channel that will overcome the initial shyness and 

discomfort present in social norms related to talking to someone seen as a stranger, 

and instead increase comfort with meeting others. We are hoping that the Strip will 

be beta-tested and improved on by chemical engineers, as they can have specific 

clothing restrictions as part of their job (Quora, 2016) and so would be a great 

extreme user base. 
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The Consultancy (Sense Consultants) 

 The final phase of the business is a consultancy called ‘Sense Consultants’. In 

order for this consultancy to happen, the social networking site needs to be thriving. 

Companies and enterprises who recognize that attrition is expensive, as well as those 

that would like to be more committed to ensuring gender equality in the workplace, 

are the audience for this consultancy. The data and insights obtained from the site, 

coupled with in-person assessments of the workplace, will be used to create 

customized corporate action plans for organizations. This will further support female 

engineers by working to ensure their workplaces are safe and welcoming. True social 

change is possible at this level, and with the network and the technology as 

foundations, we think this is a feasible and viable way to achieve this change.  

 Sense Consultants is in direct response to the team and organizational human 

factor failures of the ongoing promotion of a culture that excludes women (e.g. “boys 

club”). By providing organizations with customized action plans detailing the actions 

they should take to mitigate this failure, the goal is to create change in an industry that 

has remained unchanged for decades. As engineering as a broader industry often 

has lots of social responsibility and is test-heavy, the consultancy will be created with 

an industry-standard framework to align with the ideals of ‘tried and true’ and to show 

to the enterprises that hire us that some aspects of their status quo can be beneficial, 

which will make us more accessible to them.  This is also to generate credibility with 
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industry leaders and professionals, and we will use this credibility as leverage to enact 

genuine cultural change within the industry itself.  

 In relation to the criteria mentioned in the Solution Identification section, the 

three-phased approach of this business will actively work to create a more welcoming 

and inclusive workplace culture. This will be done by supporting the female engineers 

in the industry and connecting them with each other, and then eventually advocating 

to industry leaders and executives for change on their behalf. The network between 

the female engineers will allow them to communicate with each other and directly 

with Sense the policies and initiatives such as those surrounding equal pay and work-

life flexibility supports that they require. This information will be used in the Sense 

Consultancy to advocate for equitable compensation and employee needs through 

methods similar to those used by unions. Through this we hope the result will be less 

women leaving the field and more women joining engineering. We are also including 

co-design aspects with ethnically diverse female engineers and retaining a female 

engineer as an in-house expert advisor, so that our business has agility baked into its 

DNA. 

 All together, the three phases of Sense are meant to leverage human factors 

that could be failures, and instead turn them into opportunities and successes, both 

for the business and also for the genuine support of women in engineering fields. 
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Figure 3. Business Model Canvas  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Detailed Business Plan 

 We believe this business, in the three phases of network, technology, and 

consultancy, is desirable, feasible and viable. 

Desirability  

 Our valuable proposition directly meets the unmet need of belonging and 

community amongst female engineers.  Although all Canadian engineers graduate 

with the promise of community and support, visualized especially with the 

engineering ring (Camp No. 1, 1991), many female engineers (both racialized and 

non-racialized) feel excluded and isolated within the ‘boys club’ culture of the 

engineering profession. Our network meets this need because it creates human 

connections based on trust, in-person and online, and provides a supportive way to 

career advancement through access to mentors, thereby building communities 

between female engineers eventually leading to social change. 

Feasibility 

 The timing for this business is ideal. Given the current momentum in the 

engineering profession to encourage women in the industry, we believe we will be 

able to leverage this momentum and build partnerships with existing professional 

engineering associations (e.g., ONWIE, WEPAN, IEEE, Engineers Canada, etc.) in 
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order to bring users to our platform. For example, June 23, 2018 was designated as 

International Women in Engineering Day (INWED) and with the launch of INWED, 

Engineers Canada announced its goal to raise the percentage of newly licensed 

engineers who are women to 30 percent (currently at 17 percent) by 2030 (30 by 30, 

n.d.). The Canadian engineering profession, led by Engineers Canada President, 

Annette Bergeron, is presently calling on engineering firms, universities, government 

agencies, and associations to take leadership in addressing the barriers to women in 

the engineering profession (Engineers Canada, “News and Events”, 2017). Although 

the 30 by 30 goal relates primarily to recruitment, it also addresses the issue of 

retention (“30 by 30”, n.d.). We can help the industry meet its 30 by 30 goal.  

 Currently there are 26,000 women registered as professional engineers in 

Canada (“Women in Engineering”, 2016). Given our niche target market, our audience 

should be relatively easy to reach, enabling efficient delivery of direct marketing effort 

to bring users to the platform. We can access our niche target audience (female 

engineers currently employed) directly through partnerships with their professional 

engineering associations. We can also reach female engineers who are about to 

graduate through partnerships with their universities.  
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Viability 

 This business will be able to sustain and generate profit long-term (Table 1). 

We believe we can source required start-up investment funds from organizations such 

as MaRS, McConnell Foundation, SheEO, and the Government of Canada, given our 

capturing of the zeitgeist of supporting women in STEM, and our long term goals of 

social change. Based in part on the MaRS Catalyst fund (2018), we require a $350,000 

investment, over a two year period, for platform development and maintenance, in-

house expert fees for a female professional engineer, salaries, office supplies, and 

marketing. Start-up funds will enable us to offer free memberships in our first year in 

order to maximize our network user base. This means that we will have no revenue for 

the first year, but paid-for memberships will begin in Year 2 once our network is 

developed. 

 Our business plan forecasts break even within the first three years, with 

revenue sourced from annual network membership fees based on our estimated goal 

of 8 percent membership rate (of the 26,000 registered female professional 

engineers). We are aiming for conservative engagement rates and using percentages 

rather than specific population numbers in our membership projections, so as to 

allow for growing pains and membership flux. Longer term (after Year 3), our primary 

revenue source will continue to come from membership and event fees, but we will 

market products (i.e. the Sense Strip) to add revenue, add novelty and enhance brand 
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image. We will also add a consultancy service to engineering/corporate firms in order 

to generate an additional revenue stream and turn the social insights revealed 

through the network into social insights for social change in the workplace. We can 

scale globally through international engineering associations and/or through any 

professional organization where female attrition is a problem. 
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Table 1. Key Financials for Building the Network (First Three Years) 

Year One 

Year Two 

Year Three 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Costs Revenue

$250,000 

Includes: platform development and 
maintenance, expert consulting fees, 

marketing, salaries, office 

$0 

Free membership provided for 
employed and graduating female 

engineers

Costs Revenue

$150,000 

Includes: platform development and 
maintenance, expert consulting fees, 

marketing, salaries, office 

$195,000 

Membership fees, based on 5% 
engagement of 26,000 professional 

Canadian female engineers at $150/year

Costs Revenue

$200,000 

Includes: Iterative tech development with 
users, tech licensing fees, as well as the 

costs in the previous phases

$310,000 

Membership fees, based on 8% 
engagement of 26,000 professional 

Canadian female engineers at $150/year



Conclusion 

 The issue of female attrition in engineering and the STEM field in general is a 

challenging and systemic problem. There is ample evidence to show that female 

engineers are equal to their male counterparts in terms of qualifications and skills. 

However, due to an unfavourable work environment that upholds the “boys’ club” 

mentality and places barriers to career advancement for female engineers, feelings of 

isolation and exclusion contribute to an early exit from the field. The human factors 

involved in creating and upholding this wicked problem are major reasons why it 

persists to this day. Sense, the business outlined in this report, resolves to mitigate or 

eliminate these barriers and change other potential human factor failures into 

opportunities through the power of networking. The three main components of this 

business are: the network, the technology, and the consultancy. Together, Sense aims 

to uphold the promise made to female engineers during graduation and support 

their goals and dreams (Figure 4).  

 The development of this business plan was not without limitations. One of 

these limitations is that the stakeholder-focused framework, consisting of the 

stakeholder needs and Value Proposition Canvas, was identified and developed using 

secondary research and real female engineers were not consulted. This was due to 

the time constraint for this project as well as the ethical considerations involved in 

contacting these individuals. We recognize that the voice of the primary stakeholder 
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is important and if we were to do this again with the proper Research Ethics Board 

approval and more time, we would take the time to consult with this group. Another 

limitation is that the forecasting for the key financials are limited due to the fact that 

we are not experts in business. We were able to generate year-over-year estimates for 

revenue and expenses by reviewing the experiences of business similar to ours. 

However, in an ideal scenario, we would work with someone who has business 

expertise to develop more accurate estimates so that we can present these figures 

with confidence to investors and potential funders, and in turn use the viable business 

to support genuine socio-cultural change in the engineering industry. 

Figure 4. ‘The Promise, Realized’ 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Frame 2: Luckily, she has found Sense, an organization that provides her 
with a supportive network of fellow female engineers!

Frame 3: With Sense on her side, she comes to the first hurdle in her 
path.

Frame 4: The PS receives words of encouragement and advice from the 
peers and mentors (bottom right corner) she has met through Sense and is 
able to successfully pass this hurdle.

Frame 5: After successfully making it up the corporate ladder, the PS faces 
the biggest challenge in her career: getting to an executive level position. 

Frame 6: Through Sense, the PS has connected with a female senior level 
executive. She is able to advise the PS and help her reach her goal.

Frame 7: The PS is closer to realizing her goal of joining the minority of 
female engineers in leadership positions. However, through Sense, the 
path for all female engineers has been paved with mentorship and support.

Frame 1: The Primary Stakeholder (PS) has graduated and faces an uphill 
battle in employment and career growth. 
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